
An Astro-Tarot Mood IndexYou will need a lunar calendar and an astrological ephemeris for this spread. 10Capricorn This is a real-time “sky map” layout involvingthe five “personal” planets that have the most to do with our day-to-day self-awareness.11Aquarius 9Sagittarius
12Pisces 8Scorpio3rdQuarter1Aries NewMoon FullMoon 7Libra1stQuarter2Taurus 6Virgo3Gemini 5Leo4CancerChoose a Significator card for the querent, find the current quarterly phase of the Moon and place the Significator in that position. Place the 12 zodiacal trump cards in their “house” positions. Determine the planetary trump card, current zodiacal degree and associated decan card for the Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus and Mars and place these cards in the appropriate “houses.” Using a second deck, shuffle and deal 12 “house” cards and 4 “phase” cards. Read the five “personal planet” cards and the lunar “phase” card, along with their “foundation” cards, as a profile of the prevailing mood for the coming period, whether personal, social or environmental. Use reversals and retrogrades if desired to add further detail to the reading.



This is the mood index for the morning of April 20, 2018; its intended duration is up to the next 
New Moon on May 15, 2018. The decks used were the Tarot of the Sevenfold Mystery and the 
Alchemical Tarot Renewed, 4th Edition. The first photo shows the initial layout, with the house 
positions and the applicable lunar phase position populated. The second picture includes the 
current locations of the five “personal” planets, including the associated planetary trump cards 
and the decan cards applicable to their present zodiacal degree. The house and phase positions 
where no planets appear have their cards turned over to minimize visual clutter. The third 
picture adds the randomly-drawn cards to “personalize” the arrangement with the querent's 
subconscious overlay. This is a decidedly “Springtime” pattern, with all but Mars appearing in 
the first quadrant of the “natural” zodiac (Aries through Gemini). The mood of enthusiasm and 
hope is borne out by the decan cards 2 of Wands, 4 of Wands and to a less invigorating extent, 7 
of Pentacles, which mostly plods along. The drawn cards 2 of Cups, Ace of Cups and Ace of 
Wands reinforce the mood as well. The fact that the last three are reversed probably reflects that 
Spring has been a long time coming this year in the Northern Hemisphere. Mars is in 
“workaholic mode” in Capricorn, its sign of exaltation, also in its own decan and capped with the
drawn Queen of Pentacles, matron of the same decan; it can't be bothered with capricious 
fluttering about. The Moon is also in a rather “bloodless” state in Gemini with the 9 of Swords as 
its decan card. The drawn card for the New Moon phase is the Lady (Page/Princess) of Cups 
reversed overlaying the King of Cups, perhaps showing that too much time may be wasted 
“smelling the roses” rather than “getting with the program” suggested by the purposeful Mars-
Moon combination. The Golden Dawn's Chaldean decan wheels for all of the cards are also 
included.










